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Nonperturbative quantum control schemes in the intermediate field strength �nonionizing� regime are inves-

tigated. We restrict the matter-field interaction to the nonresonant dynamic Stark effect �NRDSE� as induced by

infrared laser fields, which we argue is a new and general tool for quantum control of atomic and molecular

dynamics. For the case of Raman coupled matter states, an effective Hamiltionian may be constructed, and

quantum control via NRDSE may be thought of as reversibly modifying the effective Hamiltonian during

system propagation, thus leading to control over dynamic processes. As an illustration, the creation of field-free

“switched” wave packets through the adiabatic turn on and sudden turn off of the NRDSE is considered and

experimentally demonstrated. Wave packets generated through the switched NRDSE interaction may be very

different in form and content than wave packets generated via resonant transitions with Gaussian optical

pulses. In order to provide an example, we discuss the specific case of rotational wave packet dynamics where

the NRDSE manifests itself as molecular axis alignment. This technique is applied to the creation of field-free

molecular axis alignment using an intense switched 1.064 �m laser pulse. This switched laser pulse was

generated via a plasma shuttering technique, giving a pulse with a rise time of 150 ps and a fall time of 170 fs.

The temporal evolution of the molecular axis alignment is probed via the optical Kerr effect. Field-free

alignment via the switched NRDSE is demonstrated for both linear �CO2, CS2� and symmetric top �1,2-

propadiene� polyatomic molecules.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.73.053403 PACS number�s�: 32.80.Qk, 42.50.Hz

I. INTRODUCTION

Modern quantum control began with the development of

coherent optical phase control schemes based upon the inter-

ference between two or more pathways to a target eigenstate

�1–4�. Although these coherent control schemes were ini-

tially based upon a perturbative description of the field-

matter interaction, schemes using strong resonant or near-

resonant laser fields soon followed �5–7�. An alternative

approach based upon the nonlinear interaction of an adap-

tively shaped femtosecond laser pulse using feedback-

learning algorithms to optimize a chosen product was also

proposed �8�. This was most successfully demonstrated in

the strong field fragmentation ionization of polyatomic mol-

ecules �9,10� and atomic ionization �11� and exploits the

large coherent bandwidth intrinsic to femtosecond laser

pulses. These schemes are nonperturbative in that a series

expansion solution in the interaction strength may not be

pertinent, and that they may involve many complex pro-

cesses including multiphoton resonances, dynamic Stark ef-

fects, propagation on multiple potential energy surfaces and

strong field ionization-fragmentation processes �12–15�. In

such situations, it can be difficult to discern which mecha-

nisms dominate. At lower �nonionizing� intensities, strong

shaped pulses have been used to control processes in con-

densed phases �16,17� and again may involve multiphoton

resonances and dynamic Stark effects, as well as nonlinear

propagation effects. In the perturbative limit, pulse shaping
predictably alters nonlinear power spectra, leading to
changes in resonant multiphoton transition probabilities
�18,19�. In general, however, although the underlying mecha-

nisms are complex and difficult to elucidate, strong field

shaped pulse feedback control has been a successful control

technique.

In view of the need to disentangle the complex mecha-

nisms associated with strong field quantum control, this pa-

per considers a nonperturbative control scheme dependent

exclusively upon only one of these mechanisms: the non-

resonant dynamic Stark effect �NRDSE�. Ionization adds

several well known but complex physical phenomena to the

control mechanisms �12–15� and therefore discussions here

are restricted to nonionizing laser fields. Furthermore, this

discussion is restricted to NRDSE control of nuclear dynam-

ics on a single electronic potential energy surface for which

it is necessary to avoid electronic excitation altogether. To

this end, the carrier frequencies employed should lie in the

infrared region, well away from any low order resonances.

Despite these two restrictions, we note that NRDSE couples

field-free eigenstates in a manner very different from reso-

nant or near-resonant excitation, thus providing a unique

route to quantum control. The nonresonant nature of this

scheme conveniently removes the details of the carrier fre-

quency from the problem: there is no requirement to tune the

laser frequency to match transitions in a system.

As discussed elsewhere �20�, the coupling of field-free

states via NRDSE can be divided into two limiting cases. If

the dipole coupling of neighboring eigenstates dominates,*Electronic address: albert.stolow@nrc.ca
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then the coherent superposition in the field attempts to oscil-
late at the laser pulse carrier frequency. By contrast, if the
Raman coupling of neighboring eigenstates through elec-
tronic states far off resonance dominates, then the coherent
superposition in the laser field follows the envelope of the
laser pulse. In this case, the contribution of the effects of all
far off-resonance states may be treated as a polarizability and
an effective Hamiltonian may be constructed. One of the
central points of this paper is that the NRDSE allows for
dynamic yet reversible control of this effective Hamiltonian
during the system propagation.

In the following we consider the use of NRDSE to modify
the effective Hamiltonians of molecular systems. Elsewhere,
we discuss the use of NRDSE to control vibronic dynamics
and photodissociation branching ratios in molecular systems
�21�. In this paper, the control of rotational dynamics and
axis alignment of molecular systems is investigated. In this
case the field-free Hamiltonian has angular invariance, and

application of a NRDSE laser pulse creates a potential well

along the laser polarization direction. Control over the time-

dependent depth or even direction of this well amounts to

controlling the system propagator during propagation. As a

demonstration of this principle, we consider the use of

NRDSE laser fields to produce characteristic superpositions

of field-free rotational states which lead to field-free molecu-

lar axis alignment �22,23�. By rapidly truncating an adiabati-

cally applied NRDSE interaction, it is possible to project the

laser field prepared state onto the field-free basis, thus creat-

ing a switched rotational wave packet. Observing the subse-

quent evolution of the wave packet prepared in this manner

provides detailed insight into the interaction of the molecular

system with the nonperturbative laser field.

There is current interest in molecular axis alignment be-

cause it offers the ability to bring the molecular frame, where

molecular processes occur, into the laboratory frame where

measurements are made. This will advance emerging tech-

niques for the study of molecular structure and dynamics

where orientational averaging of the molecular frame leads

to a considerable loss of information. Examples include

time-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy �24–26�, time-

resolved x ray �27–29�, electron diffraction �30,31�, and

timed Coulomb explosion �15,32�.
Additional interest in molecular alignment stems from re-

cent work which shows that the emission of high harmonics

from molecular gases depends upon the molecular orienta-

tion and may be strongly enhanced for an aligned ensemble

�33�. From these measurements it is clear that the high har-

monic spectra observed from such aligned samples contain

signatures of the molecular structure �34,35�. However, in

order to probe native structure and dynamics, the measure-

ments must be made field free, in the absence of the intense

alignment laser field which strongly perturbs the system. In

this paper we show how this may be achieved by the use of

an adiabatically applied and suddenly truncated NRDSE in-

teraction: the rotational wave packet that arises will exhibit

revival structure and hence transient field-free axis align-

ment.

Beyond the microscopic applications of molecular align-

ment, there are also many macroscopic prospects. The

axis alignment produces a transient birefringence in the tar-

get medium and, below, we show that this allows the optical

Kerr effect �OKE� to monitor the evolution of the rotational

wave packet. Recently, the time-dependent birefringence

associated with recurring molecular axis alignment has been

used for phase matching of nonlinear optical processes �36�
and pulse compression �37�. This is an example of using

shaped laser pulses to control molecular dynamics which

in turn effects macroscopic characteristics and it will surely

find many more applications as improved techniques are

developed.

This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II we discuss

the nonresonant dynamic Stark effect and introduce the ef-

fective Hamiltonian method as a means of inducing quantum

control. The dipole dominated and the Raman dominated re-

gime are contrasted. Section III introduces the idea of adia-

batic preparation and sudden truncation and the general case

is specialized to rotational alignment. Section IV discusses

the implementation of the plasma shutter which is used to

abruptly truncate a 150 ps pulse in 170 fs, thus producing the

switched control pulse. The induced molecular axis align-

ment is observed using the optical Kerr effect, the details of

which are discussed in Sec. V. In Sec. VI we experimentally

demonstrate control over molecular alignment using the

NRDSE in both linear �CO2, CS2� and symmetric top poly-

atomic �1,2-propadiene� molecules. We conclude with a sum-

mary and a discussion of future prospects.

II. THE NONRESONANT DYNAMIC STARK EFFECT AND

SWITCHED WAVE PACKETS

When studying the dynamics of a quantum system under

the influence of electromagnetic fields that are nondestruc-

tive, it is common to find that systems naturally partition into

two sets of states: a set that participates in the dynamics

directly, and a set with negligible population that mediates

the dynamics by coupling the populated states in the pres-

ence of the nonresonant laser field. We shall refer to these as

the essential �E� and nonessential states �N� respectively

�38�. Often, E corresponds to the ground molecular elec-

tronic state and N corresponds to all excited states. By “in-

tegrating out” the motion in N, the dynamics in E can be

understood by introducing a polarizability whose contribu-

tion comes from the coupling of E via N. For laser fields, the

system dynamics have two different limits: �i� the dipole

limit, where dipole coupling between E states dominates, and

�ii� the Raman limit, where the polarizability due to the cou-

pling via N states dominates.

To develop the two limits, the following convention for

state indices is introduced: �� ,m�E�N�, �j ,k�E�, and

�p�N� �see Fig. 1�. The interaction with a strong laser field

of the form

E�t� =
1

2E�t�e−i�t + c.c. �1�

is given by

V�t� = − � · E�t� �2�

where � is the dipole moment of the system, E�t�
is the pulse envelope, and � is the laser carrier frequency.
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Expansion of the wave-function in terms of the field

free basis

���t�� = 	
�

cl�t�e
−i��t�l� �3�

and substitution into the time-dependent Schrödinger equa-

tion yields the equations of motion of the system

i�ċ� = 	
m

e−i�m�tV�m�t�cm�t� �4�

where

�m� = �m − ��, �5�

and

V�m�t� = 
��� · E�t��m� . �6�

Assuming there is no initial population in N and that

there are no intra-N processes, the N dynamics can be

written as

cp�t� =
1

i�
�

−�

t

dt	
j

e−i�jptVpj�t�c j�t� . �7�

Integrating by parts repeatedly yields

cp�t� = −
1

2�
	
s=0

�

	
j

�− i�s
e−i��jp−��t

�� jp − ��s+1

ds

dts
�E�t�c j�t�� · �pj

+ �� → − �,E�t� → E�t�*� , �8�

where �pj = 
p���j�. Provided that the series in s converges

rapidly, it is sufficient to keep only the s=0 term. However,

for rapidly varying envelopes, s�0 terms must be included.

For the present case, the s=0 term may now be inserted

into the equations of motion for the E states. The

rotating wave approximation is then invoked by neglecting

the fast moving oscillations, whose contributions are not

cumulative. Thus, the dynamics for the E states may be

written as

i�ċk = 	
j

e−i�jktVkj
e �t� , �9�

where the effective perturbation Vkj
e �t�=Vkj

d �t�+Vkj�
R�t� is

composed of a dipole contribution

Vkj
d �t� = − �kj · E�t� �10�

and a Raman contribution

Vkj
R �t� = −

1

4
	

p

��kp · E*�t��pj · E�t�

�pj + �

+
�kp · E�t��pj · E*�t�

�pj − �
 . �11�

It is important to note that when the dipole coupling domi-

nates the dynamics follow instantaneous field, and when the

Raman coupling dominates the dynamics only follow the

field envelope. Equation �11� can be written as

Vkj
R �t� = −

1

4E
*�t� · �kj · E�t� , �12�

where the Cartesian components of the Raman polarizability

are

�kj
ab = 	

p

� �kp
a �pj

b

�pj + �
+

�kp
b �pj

a

�pj − �
 �13�

with �a ,b�x ,y ,z�. To proceed we consider the molecular

case and separate the index k into nuclear and electronic

components

k → e,n , �14a�

�k� → ��n�R���	e�r;R�� , �14b�

where ��n�R�� is the rovibrational wave function of the e

electronic state characterized by the set of nuclear quantum

numbers n dependent upon the nuclear coordinates R, and

�	e�r ;R�� is the electronic wave function dependent upon the

electronic coordinate r, and parametrically dependent upon

the nuclear coordinates R. The nuclear and electronic sepa-

ration allows the polarizability to be written as

�e1n1,e2n2

ab = 	
e3n3�N

��a
e1n1,e3n3

�b
e3n3,e2n2

�e3n3,e2n2
+ �

+
�b

e1n1,e3n3
�a

e3n3,e2n2

�e3n3,e2n2
− �

 . �15�

This paper is only concerned with dynamics on a single

ground electronic state e1=e2. Since the electronic response

of the molecule dominates the interaction, the polarizability

varies very little with nuclear quantum numbers n2 and n3.

Under conditions where we may neglect the dependence of

the denominator of �15� upon n2 and n3, the nuclear closure

identity can be used to write the Raman polarizability as

FIG. 1. Transitions between levels j and k within the E manifold

of states are mediated by far off-resonance transitions via p states in

the N manifold �Raman transitions�, as well as by direct dipole

coupling. The N manifold of states contributes to the Raman polar-

izability. See text for further details.
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�e1

ab = 	
e3�N

��a
e1,e3

�b
e3,e1

�̄e3,e1
+ �

+
�b

e1,e3
�a

e3,e1

�̄e3,e1
− �

 , �16�

where the denominators in �15� have been replaced by

an average electronic energy level splitting, �̄e3,e1
. Raman

type rotational transitions within the e1 are then described

by

Vn1n2

R �t� = −
1

4 
�n1
�R��E*�t� · �e1

· E�t���n2
�R�� . �17�

For ground electronic state dynamics, in many cases

it is appropriate to approximate �16� by the usual static

polarizability.

In the presence of a strong, nonresonant, but nondestruc-

tive laser field two limits of coupling therefore exist:

the dipole limit �10� and the Raman limit �17�. Which

limit applies depends on the particular matrix elements

and detunings. In the dipole case the dynamics follow the

instantaneous electric field, whereas in the Raman case

the dynamics follow the field envelope leading to the general

idea of reversibly modifying the molecular Hamiltonian dur-

ing its evolution. For the remainder of this paper we shall

consider the limiting case of Raman coupling of rotational

states.

In the Raman limit, if the optical envelope varies suffi-

ciently slowly, the system evolution will be adiabatic. A

nonadiabatic change of conditions is therefore required to

leave any modification of eigenstate amplitudes and phases

after the laser pulse; a pulse which turns adiabatically on and

off will leave an eigenstate unchanged, up to a phase. In this

paper we consider the effect of an adiabatically applied and

suddenly truncated laser field.

If the interaction with the laser field is turned on suffi-

ciently slowly that the system is able to adjust continuously

and reversibly, each field free eigenstate will evolve into a

single adiabatic dressed state, which are solutions of the in-

stantaneous stationary Schrödinger equation with time

treated as a parameter �39,40�

�H0 + VR�t����n�R;t�� = En�t���n�R;t�� , �18�

where ��n�R ; t�� is the instantaneous eigenstate with energy

En�t� which correlates to the field free eigenstate ��n�R ;0��
in the absence of the applied field at t=0. These states are

themselves superpositions of field free eigenstates. In

this paper we consider the case where the interaction is

turned on adiabatically, which provides the simplest field

induced dynamics and also poses the advantage that the

ground state will exhibit the greatest localization in the

conjugate variable �although, a carefully phased superposi-

tion of dressed states may give higher localization�. If the

pulse is switched off instantaneously at time tsw �the sudden

limit�, the field free superposition after the field turns off will

be identical to that at the peak of the field and subsequent

evolution will be governed by the field free Hamiltonian.

Assuming the laser field was turned on adiabatically forming

a single dressed state, the resulting nuclear wave packet is

described by

�	�t 
 tsw�� = e−i�0
t
En�t�dt��n�R;t�� , �19�

�	�t � tsw�� = e−i�
0
tswEn�t�dt	

m

��m�R;0��Am
n �tsw�ei�m

n �tsw�−iEn�0�t,

�20�

where Am
n �tsw�ei�m

n �tsw� is the coefficient of the field free state

m that correlates to starting in state n. Am
n �tsw� is real and

�m
n �tsw�=const for a particular n �39�. The subsequent time

evolution of this superposition state will directly reflect the

field induced mixing of the eigenstates and so will reveal

important information about the interaction of the intense

field with the system. The revivals of this superposition will

also exhibit similar localization to the field induced state. In

the case of the alignment of rotors �discussed below� in

which transitions are induced between molecular rotational

states, an adiabatic application and sudden truncation of �17�
can be used for producing field free molecular alignment at

the revival times of the rotational wave packet.

III. SWITCHED WAVE PACKETS AND MOLECULAR

AXIS ALIGNMENT

A symmetric top molecule with �xx=�yy ��� and

�zz=�� in the molecular �principle axis� frame �MF� when

exposed to a nonresonant linearly polarized laser field of the

form

E�t� = E�t�cos��t�ẑ �21�

will experience an aligning potential in the laboratory

frame �LF� due to a Raman interaction of the form �17�.
Explicitly expressing the geometrical dependence of the

double dot product in �17� in terms of the Euler angles con-

necting the LF and MF �41�, this interaction potential takes

the form �22�

VR��,t� = −
1

4E
2�t����� − ���cos2 � + ��� , �22�

where � is the angle between the laser polarization and

the molecular axis, and E�t� is the slowly varying pulse

envelope. The zero point contribution −
1

4
E2�t��� only con-

tributes a net phase and can be ignored if calculations are

only concerned with a case where relative phase between

different systems is inconsequential. The nonresonant laser

field will tend to induce alignment of the molecular z axis

along the electric field direction �for �� ����. The dressed

eigenstates of the resultant Hamiltonian are referred to as

pendular states, and each pendular state may be decomposed

as a superposition of field free molecular rotational eigen-

states. As long as the rise of the laser pulse envelope is

adiabatic with respect to molecular rotations, each field free

eigenstate will evolve adiabatically into a single pendular

state. If the laser pulse envelope is turned off adiabatically,

no axis alignment persists. However, if the aligning pulse is

suddenly truncated, a superposition of field free rotational

states is created which will exhibit wave packet evolution

after the laser pulse. The revivals of this wave packet will

exhibit field-free alignment equivalent to that at the instant of

laser pulse truncation.
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IV. GENERATING SWITCHED LASER PULSES

We describe here a method of producing shaped laser

fields with slow rise times and fast fall times. With current

pulse spatial light modulators �42�, the achievable truncation

time is limited by the frequency content of the input laser

pulse. Furthermore, it becomes increasingly challenging to

create laser pulses which have both extremely long and ex-

tremely short temporal features owing to conjugate relation-

ships that exist between the maximum temporal window and

the finest achievable spectral feature �or alternatively, the

total bandwidth and the shortest temporal feature� �43�. The

time-dependent nature of the plasma shutter technique intro-

duces spectral bandwidth that allows for the creation of fall

times much more rapid than the input laser pulse would

otherwise permit.

Plasma shutters have previously been used for the rapid

truncation of deep infrared laser pulses �44� as well as

vacuum ultraviolet �VUV� pulses �45� using solid media for

the formation of the plasma. However, such methods are

limited both in terms of the usable wavelengths and the in-

tensity of the laser pulses being switched by the intrinsic

damage threshold of the solid materials. The plasma shutter

method detailed here utilizes an optically flat liquid jet for

plasma generation which circumvents the limitations im-

posed by material damage as the liquid is replenished be-

tween laser shots. This method is readily scalable to higher

laser intensities.

Two synchronized laser systems were used to produce the

switched laser pulse �Fig. 2�. A picosecond Nd:YAG oscilla-

tor �Lightwave Electronics, Model 131, 1.064 �m, 140 mW,

150 ps� and a femtosecond Ti:Sapphire oscillator �Spectra-

Physics, Tsunami, 800 nm, 800 mW, 80 fs� were locked to

an external 80 MHz reference crystal oscillator �Spectra-

Physics 3930� using commercial phase locked loop electron-
ics. The timing jitter between these two optical oscillators
was 
1 ps. The Nd:YAG oscillator was modified by install-
ing an etalon in order to stretch the pulse duration to 150 ps.

Amplification of the 1.064 �m Nd:YAG pulse was per-

formed in a homebuilt 1 kHz Nd:YVO4 diode pumped graz-

ing incidence slab laser producing 1.064 �m, 150 ps, 1.3 mJ

pulses �46�. The 800 nm pulse was amplified at 1 kHz in a

two stage commercial chirped pulse amplifier system com-

prised of regenerative amplifier followed by a two pass am-

plifier �Positive Light Spitfire� to produce 80 fs pulses at

800 nm with 2.6 mJ energy per pulse. Synchronization of the

two amplifiers was achieved by triggering the Pockels cells

inside the cavities of both amplifiers from the same 1 kHz

pulse generator. For each amplifier, the 1 kHz signal was

used to set an “and” gate. The Pockels cells were then trig-

gered within this gate by the 80 MHz reference oscillator.

For the Positive Light amplifier, this was achieved using the

commercial synchronization and a delay generator. For the

homebuilt Nd:YVO4 amplifier, the shorter cavity length re-

quired higher timing precision and the Pockels cell triggering

was achieved with a 300 MHz discriminator unit �Phillips

Scientific Model 6904�. The coarse timing between the two

lasers was set by adjusting the relative phase of the 80 MHz

reference signal for the Ti:Sapphire phase lock loop relative

to that for the Nd:YAG phase lock loop.

The optical arrangement used for creating the switched

laser pulse is detailed in Fig. 3. A portion of the 800 nm

beam �1.2 mJ� was copropagated with the 1.064 �m beam.

These two beams were temporally and spatially centered

with respect to each other, and both beams were focused onto

the liquid jet with an f =150 mm lens. The ethylene glycol

liquid jet was produced using a cooled recirculating laser dye

jet system producing a �100 �m thick jet which was opti-

cally flat across both foci. At the focus, the peak intensity of

the 1.064 �m beam was �51011 W cm−2 �insufficient to

cause breakdown� whereas the peak intensity of the 800 nm

beam was �51014 W cm−2, well above the threshold for

breakdown. By timing the 800 nm pulse to arrive at the peak

of the 1.064 �m pulse, the plasma generated by the 800 nm

pulse was used to truncate the transmission of the 1.064 �m

FIG. 2. Schematics of the laser system and synchronization

electronics. See text for further details.

FIG. 3. Optical arrangement used for the creation of a switched

laser pulse with a rise time of 150 ps, and a fall time of 170 fs. A

probe beam synchronized to the falling edge of the switched pulse

is obtained by splitting off part of the 800 nm beam prior to the

plasma switch.
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light. Following the arrival of the 800 nm pulse, the plasma

was driven and maintained by further absorption of energy

from the 1.064 �m beam and absorption/reflection contin-

ued, as will be discussed below. The diameter of the

1.064 �m beam at the focusing lens was larger ��10 mm�
than that of the 800 nm beam ��6 mm� such that the

800 nm spot was larger than the 1.064 �m spot at the focus,

thus ensuring uniform truncation across the spatial profile.

Following the ethylene glycol jet, the switched 1.064 �m

pulse was recollimated with a second f =150 mm lens.

The high intensity 800 nm pulse produces a partially ion-

ized plasma in the liquid jet with electron density Ne. In a

collisionless plasma �modeled as a driven harmonic oscilla-

tor� the refractive index is given by

n = n0�1 −
Ne

Nc

1/2

, �23�

where Nc is the critical density

Nc =
�2mn0

4�e2
= 1.1  1021 cm−3. �24�

Nc is the plasma electron density above which the medium

begins to absorb, m is the electron mass, e is the electron

charge, � is the optical frequency of the ps pulse, and n0 is

the field free refractive index. Below the critical density, the

intensity profile at the focal plane induces a radial charge

carrier variation that behaves as a divergent optical “lens” for

the 1.064 �m light, defocusing the copropagating pulse.

Above the critical intensity, the aft portion of the

1.064 �m ps pulse is simultaneously absorbed and defo-

cused as it propagates through the plasma in the ethylene

glycol jet.

The plasma charge density Ne depends sensitively upon

the absolute intensity at the focus and the details of the ion-

ization dynamics of the liquid. While there are unresolved

details on the precise mechanism of the plasma generation

processes �47�, a simple rate equation has been developed to

estimate plasma production in the the presence of multipho-

ton and avalanche ionization �48�. The full kinetics are esti-

mated by including the collisional ionization and multipho-

ton rates

Ṅe�t� = �I�t�Ne�t� + �7I7�t� , �25�

where � is the collisional cross section, and �7 is the

cross section for seven-photon ionization of ethylene glycol

at 800 nm �ethylene glycol has a 10.16 eV ionization

potential �49��. The multiphoton process injects carriers

which are then collisionally excited. Experimentally, material

damage is readily observed in liquids at intensities above

10 TW/cm2, roughly coinciding with Nc. The Keldysh

parameter �=��2V /E equals unity at 80 TW/cm2 marking

the border beyond which carrier injection by tunneling

ionization must be considered in addition to multiphoton

ionization.

It is worth noting that Nc is below the typical density of a

liquid �e.g., the density of water is 3.31022 cm−3�, but well

above the density of a gas at room temperature and pressure

�e.g., an ideal gas density is 2.51019 cm−3�. Therefore in a

gas Ne is limited by the number of gas molecules available

whereas in a liquid Ne is typically limited by the number of

photons available. Thus plasma switching is possible in air,

but the efficacy is much less than in a liquid.

Characterization of the switched pulse was performed via

optical cross correlation in a 100 �m thick BBO crystal with

a reference 800 nm pulse �type 1 sum frequency generation�.
The 800 nm beam’s focal diameter in the crystal was larger

than that of the 1.064 �m beam in order that the entire beam

profile of the switched pulse was cross correlated. A typical

cross correlation is shown in Fig. 4.

For a switched laser pulse with a Gaussian intensity rise

time �r and fall time � f, the second order cross correlation

function with a probe pulse of Gaussian width �p is

C�2���t� = �
−�

0

e−at2/�r
2

e−a�t − �t�2/�p
2

dt

+ �
0

�

e−at2/�f
2

e−a��t − �t�2/�p
2�dt

=
���r�pe−a�t2/��p

2
+�r

2�

2�a��p
2 + �r

2 �1 − erf� �a�r�t

�p
��p

2 + �r
2�

+
��� f�pe−a�t2/��p

2
+�f

2�

2�a��p
2 + � f

2 �1 + erf� �a� f�t

�p
��p

2 + � f
2� ,

�26�

where a=4 ln�2� if full-width-at-half-maximum �FWHM�
values are used for the time durations. The fit to �26� shown

in Fig. 4 indicates that a switched pulse with �r=150 ps and

� f =170 fs has been created. The intense infrared laser pulse

has a fall time that is a factor of almost one-thousand times

faster than its rise time. No effort was made to manage the

FIG. 4. Optical cross correlation in a 100 �m thick BBO of the

switched 1.064 �m pulse with the probe pulse. �Top� Low resolu-

tion scan of the unswitched pulse �dashed line� and switched pulse

�solid line�. �Bottom� High resolution scan of switch showing rapid

and complete extinction. The dashed line is the fit to �26� with

�r=150 ps and � f =170 fs.
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dispersion of the switched laser pulse as it propagated; it is

anticipated that with suitable dispersion control, significantly

shorter fall times � f would be observed. We note that under

appropriate conditions it should be possible to use the light

reflected from the plasma to generate a pulse that switches on

rapidly and falls slowly.

V. PROBING MOLECULAR AXIS ALIGNMENT WITH

THE OPTICAL KERR EFFECT

A. OKE experimental setup

The experimental optical Kerr effect setup is depicted

in Fig. 5. Residual scattered 800 nm light copropagating

with the 1.064 �m pulse after the plasma shutter was

removed using long wave pass dielectric mirrors �see Fig. 3�.
The switched pump laser pulse was focused into a gas

cell containing up to a few hundred Torr of the gas under

study. A weak copropagating probe pulse derived from

the 800 nm beam was used to probe the evolution of the

molecular axis alignment via the optical Kerr effect as a

function of time delay after the switch. Since this beam is

derived from the 800 nm beam prior to the switch, the probe

beam is synchronized to the falling edge of the switched

1.064 �m pulse and is unaffected by jitter between the

800 nm beam and the 1.064 �m beam. The copropagating

switched and probe beams were focused into the gas cell

with an f =150 mm infrared achromatic lens. The beam

diameter of the 800 nm probe beam �10 mm� prior to focus-

ing was chosen to be larger than the 1.064 �m beam, such

that the smaller focus of the probe beam sampled the highest

intensity region of the 1.064 �m focus. Prior to the gas

cell, the probe passed through a Glan-Taylor polarizer

oriented at +45° clockwise with respect to the switched

pulse. Following the gas cell, the probe beam was recolli-

mated with an f =150 mm lens and the 800 nm probe energy

transmitted through a second crossed polarizer �−45° � after

the gas cell was recorded as a function of time delay between

the switched and probe pulses ��t= tp−�sw�. The extinction

ratio of the crossed polarizer pair was 
10−6. The transmit-

ted probe pulse was passed through a 1.064 �m high

reflector mirror to remove residual light from the switched

pulse and then dispersed in a 0.4 m monochromator. A

800 nm interference filter �25 nm FWHM bandpass� was

placed at the exit slit of the monochromator, and the trans-

mitted probe light detected with a photomultiplier tube. The

time delay �t was adjusted via a computer controlled stepper

motor translation stage.

B. Optical Kerr effect theory

The application of the switched optical pulse will induce

Raman transitions producing microscopic alignment of a

sample gas which will result in a macroscopic birefringence.

A polarized probe laser beam propagating through the

sample will therefore experience an optical rotation which

will be dependent upon the degree and direction of the axis

alignment of the sample �50�. It is common to describe the

process of a Raman excitation followed by a probe in terms

of the third order polarizability P�3� �51�. However, if the

Raman excitation is nonperturbative, as is the case here, the

formalism may fail. Alternatively, if the pump and probe are

not overlapped in time, the weak probe pulse may be treated

FIG. 5. �top� Optical arrangement for mea-

surement of molecular axis alignment using the

optical Kerr effect, and �bottom� the polarization

arrangement of the beams.
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as propagating in a coherent medium in purely linear way;

we consider this situation below.

Consider a weak probe wave with an analytic signal Ein.

For linear birefringence, the rotation of polarization that the

probe experiences as it traverses the gas sample can be de-

scribed by the transfer matrix T

Ein → �1 + T�Ein. �27�

To determine T note that the phase delay a plane electromag-

netic wave receives as it traverses a medium of isotropic

refractive index n=�1+4�N� is �= �n−1�L� /c, where � is

the polarizability, N is the number density, and L is the ef-

fective sample thickness. This phase delay is created by in-

terference of the ingoing wave, with the field radiated by the

polarization it creates in the medium. T can be calculated

directly by considering the dipole radiation from charge os-

cillations induced in the target or it can be determined from

the interference relationship

e−i�Ein = �1 + T�Ein, �28�

where we find

T = ei� − 1. �29�

In the limit of small susceptibility,

T �
2�i�NL

c
� . �30�

This relationship holds only for small phase delays �
which in practice places a limit on the gas densities that one

can employ. For nonisotropic media the transfer matrix

generalizes to

T
ab �

2�i�NL

c
�ab, �31�

where �a ,b�x ,y ,z�.
Experimentally, the induced birefringence is detected by

observing the rotation of a probe beam through crossed po-

larizers �Fig. 3�. In the ideal case, a probe beam travels

through a polarizer p̂, though the sample, and through a sec-

ond polarizer ŝ crossed at a right angle with respect to p̂, and

then onto a detector whose signal is given by

I1 = �Esig�
2, �32�

where

Esig = ŝŝ · T · p̂p̂ · Ein. �33�

Heterodyne detection is achieved by adding an additional

field Ehetero to the signal Esig, and mixing the two on a

detector

I2 = �Esig + Ehetero�
2. �34�

Provided �Esig�� �Ehetero�, the observed signal is

I2 = �Ehetero�
2 + 2R�EheteroEsig

* � . �35�

Above, the first term represents a static positive offset and

the second term represents the signal multiplied, and hence

amplified, by the heterodyne component. Depending on the

relative phases of the signal and heterodyne, the sign of the

second term may be negative and the observed detector sig-

nal my appear to go negative owing to the static positive

offset.

In principle, Ehetero may be generated in a number of

ways. For linear birefringence, the linear transfer matrix of

the whole system R is composed of the time-dependent bi-

refringence of the target T�t� as well as the static birefrin-

gence B0 between p̂ and the target, and the static birefrin-

gence B1 between the target and ŝ:

1 + R = �1 + B1��1 + T�t���1 + B0� . �36�

It is convenient to decompose R further as

R = T�t� + U + V�t� , �37�

where U=B0+B1+B1B0 is a static contribution and

V�t�=B1T�t�+T�t�B0+B1T�t�B0 is a time-dependent contri-

bution. The transfer matrix is composed of a sum of the

component due to the sample birefringence, 1+T�t�, the

component due to the static birefringence in the apparatus U,

as well as the product of the two V�t�. The signal at a detec-

tor is thus

I2 = �ŝŝ · �1 + T�t� + U + V�t�� · p̂p̂ · Ein�
2. �38�

Comparing with �34� and �32� we identify

Ehetero = ŝŝ · �1 + U + V�t�� · p̂p̂ · Ein. �39�

To recover the ideal �homodyne� case there are two condi-

tions that must be met: �i� The polarizers must be crossed

ŝ · p̂=0 and �ii� there can be no birefringence in the interven-

ing optics B0, B1=0. Thus, one may induce heterodyne de-

tection by either slightly rotating a polarizer or, alternatively,

inducing some material birefringence.

It should be noted that the derived detector signals differ

from the occasionally used formula I� �Esig+const�2 in that

they may contain a time-dependent offset arising from com-

pound rotations �i.e., V�t�� when �ii� is not satisfied.

We consider now the specific case of probing the align-

ment induced by a linearly polarized laser field propagating

along x̂ and polarized in the ẑ direction. We consider a co-

propagating probe laser field linearly polarized at 45° to the

aligning field

Ein =
E0

�2
�ẑ + ŷ�e−i�t. �40�

The signal field is detected by a analyzing polarizer at 90°

to the input probe field polarization direction such that ŝ is

defined by

ŝ =
1

�2
�ẑ − ŷ� . �41�

Equations �31�, �32�, �40�, and �41� may be used with to

describe the homodyne signal

I1�t� = �ŝ · T�t� · Ein�
2 � 
�zz − �yy�2, �42�

where quantum expectation values are denoted by

angled brackets. Relating the laboratory frame polarizability
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components in �42� to the molecular frame polarizability

components �using direction cosine matrix elements �41��
gives

I�t� � �
cos2 ���t� −
1

3�2
, �43�

where the expectation value 
cos2 �� is a measure of molecu-

lar axis alignment. This expectation value takes a value of
1

3

for a randomly oriented ensemble of molecules, for which

the birefringence and the signal will be zero. It is clear from

this equation that the observed signal will reflect the molecu-

lar axis alignment.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In Figs. 6–8 we show the experimental creation of

switched rotational wave packets at 300 K for two linear

molecules, carbon dioxide �CO2� and carbon disulphide

�CS2�, and a polyatomic prolate symmetric top molecule,

1,2-propadiene �C3H4�. Following the truncation of the

switched 1.064 �m alignment pulse �at �t=0 ps�, clear ro-

tational wave packet revivals are seen with associated

field-free molecular axis alignment. In all three cases the

signal intensity is seen to reduce with time due to collisional

decoherence. Uncompensated static birefringence from

the optical elements in the apparatus resulted in a degree

of heterodyning of the signal for the carbon dioxide

and 1,2-propadiene data, as evidenced by the apparently

negative excursion of the signal. Conversely, the effects of

static birefringence were removed from the carbon disul-

phide experiments resulting in a positive going homodyne

signal.

Although the potential well depth created by the

1.064 �m laser field in these experiments was small

�
1 cm−1� compared to the thermal energy of the molecules

at T=300 K �kT=208 cm−1�, resulting in a low degree

of molecular axis alignment, the observed wave packet

behavior clearly demonstrates the utility of this approach

to the nonresonant control over molecular motion, in this

case rotational motion and molecular axis alignment.

The revival structure reflects the field-free energy

level spacing of the molecules and so carries spectroscopic

and structural information. In order to understand the

coherences which are responsible for the observed signals,

we need to examine the matrix elements of cos2 �
which appear in �22� and �43�. This is most conveniently

achieved by employing the symmetric top rotational

basis, which are specified in terms of the quantum numbers

for the angular momentum J, its projection upon the LF z

axis �in this case, the aligning laser field polarization direc-

tion� M, and K which denotes the projection of J upon the

molecular frame z axis �41�. For linear molecules, we need to

consider K=0 only, whereas for symmetric top molecules

K=−J , . . . ,J. The matrix elements of the cos2 � operator be-

tween symmetric top basis functions may be expressed in

terms of Wigner 3-j coefficients as

FIG. 6. The switched wave packet optical Kerr effect signal

from carbon dioxide at 300 Torr and 300 K. Wave packet revivals

are seen with a spacing of �T=1/8B=10.7 ps.

FIG. 7. The switched wave packet optical Kerr effect signal in

carbon disulphide at 300 Torr and 300 K. Wave packet revivals are

seen with a spacing of �T=1/8B=38 ps.

FIG. 8. The optical Kerr effect signal in 1,2-propadiene at

200 Torr and 300 K. Wave packet revivals are seen with a spacing

of �T=1/8B=28.1 ps.
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J�M�K��cos2 ��JKM�

=
�MM�

�KK�

3
�1 + 2�2J + 1�1/2�2J� + 1�1/2

�J� 2 J

M 0 − M
�J� 2 J

K 0 − K
� , �44�

where, from the properties of the Wigner 3-j coefficients,

J�=J ,J±2. The expressions for a linear molecule are in-

cluded as an Appendix. From this equation it is apparent that

the OKE signal results from coherences between states with

�J=0, ±2, �M =0, and �K=0. In the terminology often

used in the context of rotational coherence spectroscopy, the

modulation of the OKE signal arises due to J type coher-

ences �52,53�.
The expectation value 
cos2 ���t� in �43� is an average of

the expectation values 
cos2 ��N0
�t� of the thermally popu-

lated initial states N0=J0K0M0


cos2 ���t� = 	
N0

WN0

cos2 ��N0

�t� , �45�

where WN0
is the Boltzmann weighting. Each initially popu-

lated state is transformed into a superposition of rotational

states by the alignment field, represented by

���t��N0
= 	

JKM

AJKM
N0 �t�ei�

J

N0�t�e−iEJKt/��JKM� , �46�

where the sums over K and M are restricted to K=K0 and

M =M0 and AJKM
N0 �t� is defined to be real. The expectation

value 
cos2 ��N0
�t� is then given by


cos2 ��N0
�t� = 	

JKM

��AJKM
N0 �t��2MJ,J

KM

+ 2AJKM
N0 �t�AJ+2KM

N0 �t�MJJ+2
KM

cos���JKt + ��JKM
N0 �t��� , �47�

where M
J,J�

K0M0 are the matrix elements of cos2 �

M
J,J�

K0M0 = 
JK0M0�cos2 ��J�K0M0� , �48�

which are defined in �44� above. The frequency components

of �47� are given in terms of the energy separations of the

field free rotational energy levels

��JK =
EJ+2K − EJK

�
. �49�

The phase factors in �47� are defined as

��JKM
N0 �t� = �JKM

N0 �t� − �J+2KM
N0 �t� . �50�

When the alignment laser field is adiabatically turned on the

phases �J
N0�t� remain equal at all times such that all

��JKM
N0 �t�=0. This also implies that the components of the

signal arising from different initially populated states N0 are

all in phase. This is in contrast to impulsive alignment with

short laser pulses, where the nonadiabatic nature of the inter-

action gives nonuniform distribution of phases �J
N0�t�

�23,54�. Following the sudden truncation of the alignment

field, the field induced wave packet is projected onto the field

free basis, and the AJKM
N0 �t� and �J

N0�t� remain constant with

time. The subsequent evolution of 
cos2 ���t� is then given

by


cos2 ���t� = 	
JKM

�AJKM
2

MJJ
KM + 2BJKMMJJ+2

KM cos���JKt�� ,

�51�

where we have defined t=0 as the time when the alignment

field was truncated, and

AJKM
2 � 	

N0

WN0
�AJKM

N0 �2 �52�

and

BJKM � 	
N0

WN0
AJKM

N0 AJ+2KM
N0 . �53�

The rotational energy of linear molecules, in this

case carbon dioxide and carbon disulphide, is given by

EJ=BJ�J+1� in the rigid-rotor limit and so ��J,J+2=2B�2J

+3� /�. This would lead to revivals in 
cos2 ���t� with spac-

ing 1/ �4B� �corresponding to one quarter of the classical

rotational period�. However the nuclear statistics for these

two molecules result in only even J levels being present and

revivals with spacing 1/ �8B�. The observed spacing between

revivals of 10.7 ps for carbon dioxide and 38.0 ps for carbon

disulphide agree well with the known values of B �55�. Fur-

thermore, as shown in Figs. 9 and 10, taking a Fourier trans-

form of the OKE signal after the truncation of the alignment

pulse yields a rotational spectrum of the molecule. In both of

these spectra clearly resolved lines spaced by 8B are ob-

served. However, close examination of the spectra reveals

more than one progression of lines. Evaluating the square in

�43� yields the following expression

I�t� � �
cos2 ���t��2 +
2

3 
cos2 ���t� +
1

9 . �54�

From �51� we find

�
cos2 ���t��2 = 	
JKM

	
J�K�M�

�AJKM
2

MJJ
KM

A
J�K�M�

2
M

J�J�

K�M�

+ 4AJKM
2

MJJ
KM

BJ�K�M�
M

J�J�+2

K�M� cos���J�K�
t�

+ 4BJKMMJJ+2
KM

BJ�K�M�
M

J�J�+2

K�M� cos���JKt�

cos���J�K�
t�� . �55�

Noting that the third term in this expression contains the

products

cos���JKt�cos���J�K�
t� =

1

2 cos���JKt + ��J�K�
t�

+
1

2 cos���JKt − ��J�K�
t� ,

�56�

we see that there are three progressions of frequencies con-

tributing to the OKE signal. In addition to the fundamental

frequencies ��JK, there are sum and difference frequencies,

���JK+��J�K�
� and ���JK−��J�K�

� respectively. While

these sum and difference frequencies will have the same
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spacing as the fundamental frequencies, they will be off set

in value. In general, for a linear molecule, the difference

frequency components will be at 4JB=0,4B ,8B , . . ., the fun-

damental frequency components will be at �4J+6�B
=6B ,10B ,14B , . . ., and the sum frequency components will

be at �4J+4J�+12�B=12B ,16B ,20B , . . ., where J ,J��Z
*.

Above a frequency of 12B, the sum and difference frequency

components take the same value. For carbon dioxide and

carbon disulphide which have only even J levels the differ-

ence frequency components will be at 8JB=0,8B ,16B , . . .,

the fundamental frequency components will be at �8J+6�B
=6B ,14B ,22B , . . ., and the sum frequency components will

be at �8J+8J�+12�B=12B ,20B ,28B , . . .. For these two mol-

ecules, the sum and difference frequencies do not coincide.

These progressions of lines are seen clearly in Figs. 9 and 10,

where the spacings between the lines agree well with the

known values of the rotational constants for these molecules

�55�. This clearly demonstrates the suitability of this tech-

nique for ground state rotational spectroscopy. Compared

with microwave spectroscopy, traditionally used to perform

rotational spectroscopy of ground state molecules, this

method has a number of benefits: there is no requirement to

tune either laser to resonance with the rotational transitions,

the molecules does not need to possess a permanent dipole

moment, and the technique is inherently free of Doppler

broadening. Furthermore, since many rotational states may in

principle comprise the rotational wave packet, more lines in

the recovered rotational spectrum are obtained than would be

accessible from dipole allowed transitions, which are subject

to more restrictive selection rules.

In Fig. 8 we show the OKE signal demonstrating the cre-

ation of a switched rotational wave packet for the polyatomic

molecule 1,2-propadiene, a prolate symmetric top molecule.

The rotational energy a rigid-rotor prolate symmetric top is

given in terms of two rotational constants A and C as

EJK=CJ�J+1�+ �A−C�K2. Here A is the rotational constant

for rotation about the figure axis �which has the lowest mo-

ment of inertia�, and C is the rotational constant for rotation

perpendicular to the figure axis. Since cos2 � is diagonal in K

�see �44��, only states with the same value of K are coupled

by the aligning laser field, and the wave packet will contain

frequency components spaced by 4C, with wave packet re-

vivals spaced by 1/ �4C�. The fact that the second rotational

constant, A, does not affect the revival structure is because

rotation about the figure axis does not affect the value of

��the angle between the figure axis and the polarization di-

rection of the aligning field�, and so does not affect the mo-

lecular axis alignment. The OKE signal therefore contains no

information regarding rotation about the figure axis of the

molecule. In comparison with other methods for rotational

FIG. 9. Fourier transform of the optical Kerr effect signal

from CO2 at 300 torr and 300 K. Combs indicating progressions of

lines corresponding to the fundamental, difference, and sum

frequencies are shown in the lower plots. Each progression consists

of lines with a measured spacing corresponding to 8B, with

B=0.3906 cm−1 taken from Ref. �55�.

FIG. 10. Fourier transform of the optical Kerr effect signal from

CS2 at 300 torr and 300 K �Fig. 7�. Combs indicating progressions

of lines corresponding to the fundamental, difference, and sum fre-

quencies are shown in the lower plots. These frequency combs have

a spacing of 8B, with the value B=0.1092 cm−1 taken from Ref.

�55�.
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coherence spectroscopy, the experimental geometry de-

scribed here is sensitive to J-type coherence, but not K-type

coherence. Following similar argumentation for linear mol-

ecules above, three sets of frequency components contribute

to the observed signal, as show in the Fourier transform of

the OKE signal �Fig. 11�. The difference frequency compo-

nents will be at 4JC=0,4C ,8C , . . ., the fundamental fre-

quency components will be at �4J+6�C=6C ,10C ,14C , . . .,

and the sum frequency components will be at �4J+4J�

+12�C=12C ,16C ,20C , . . .. We note that the sum and differ-

ence frequency components will take the same values at 12C

and above.

VII. CONCLUSION

Electric forces underlie essentially all of molecular and

solid state physics and therefore it seems natural to use

strong, highly controlled electric fields to control such sys-

tems. As all charged quantum systems have a Stark response,

we therefore believe the NRDSE technique should find gen-

eral applicability.

We have considered a quantum control scenario involving

the nonresonant dynamic Stark effect as induced by shaped

intense femtosecond infrared laser fields. This method ap-

plies to the intermediate field strength regime where the in-

teraction is nonperturbative but nonionizing. In this regime,
the nature of the control can be understood as dynamic but
reversible modification of an effective propagator �effective
Hamiltonian� during the system propagation. The NRDSE
method has recently been applied to the control of vibra-
tional and predissociation dynamics in a diatomic molecule
�21�. Here we chose a different example of this type of con-
trol, namely the generation of unique field-free states via
adiabatic application and sudden truncation of the NRDSE,
thus generating switched wave packets.

For the particular case of molecular rotations, NRDSE
manifests itself as a molecular axis alignment: the field-free
potential, being flat, is dynamically modified to produce a
potential well along the field polarization direction. Follow-
ing rapid truncation of the laser field, switched molecular
rotational wave packets are created. Using the optical
Kerr effect as a probe, switched rotational wave packets
were experimentally demonstrated in the linear polyatomic
molecules CO2 and CS2, and the nonlinear polyatomic

molecule 1,2-propadiene �C3H4�. The subsequent field-free

wave packet evolution provides very detailed information

about molecular structure: it is a completely nonresonant

form of rotational coherence spectroscopy with no a priori

information about the molecular system being required

in order to extract the rotational constants. Extensions to

full, three-dimensional alignment of general polyatomic

molecules may be achieved through the use of elliptically

polarized fields or with the assistance of a compound kick

method �56�.
There has also been considerable interest in studies

of rotational decoherence �57–59�. We directly observed

the dephasing of rotational coherences due to collisions

with the ambient background gas. By nonresonantly generat-

ing rotational coherences and monitoring their evolution

as a function of background pressure, the switched wave

packet technique will be able to directly investigate

rotational decoherence. In addition, kicking the rotor with an

infrared femtosecond pulse while the strong field is on �i.e.,

before the switch off� will allow the creation of pendular

wave packets and the formation of squeezed states of the

rotor �60,61�. Furthermore, switched rotors also provide an

opportunity to create precisely selected birefringence for ap-

plications where high-speed time-dependent phase control is

required.

Advances in field-free molecular alignment and orienta-

tion will only become more important with time. For inves-

tigations of molecular structure, alignment will provide the

opportunity to make increasingly differential measurements.

As a method of microscopic quantum control it will provide

the first step for alignment dependent chemistry. The

switched wave packet technique is not limited to alignment

alone, however. It can be applied to all degrees of freedom

that couple to optical fields and it offers control without sig-

nificant knowledge of the target system. For example,

the only prerequisite is that the pulse rise time is sufficiently

long to be adiabatic and that the pulse fall time must

be much shorter than the characteristic motion time scale.

As studies scale to larger molecules and more diverse

systems, these characteristic of general applicability for

control techniques will become essential if quantum control

FIG. 11. Fourier transform of the optical Kerr effect signal from

1,2-propadiene at 200 torr and 300 K �Fig. 8�. Combs indicating

progressions of lines corresponding to the fundamental, difference,

and sum frequencies are shown in the lower plots. These frequency

combs have a spacing of 4C, with the value of C=0.2963 cm−1

taken from Ref. �63�.
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methods are to be implemented in a truly widespread and

effective manner.
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APPENDIX: MATRIX ELEMENTS OF COS2„�… FOR

LINEAR MOLECULES

The matrix elements of cos2��� for linear molecules have

been incorrectly reported in the literature and are included

here for convienience. They can be obtained, for example,

from the spherical harmonic recurrence relations �62�


J�M��cos2����JM� = �M�M��J�,J−2DJ−1
M DJ

M

+ �J�,J„�DJ+1
M �2 + �DJ

M�2…

+ �J�,J+2DJ+1
M DJ+2

M � , �A1�

where

DJ
M =� �J − M��J + M�

�2J − 1��2J + 1�
. �A2�
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